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I. Give one word for-                                                                               (½ x 2 = 1 mark) 

a) a large area of land covered with sand and little or no water- ________________________ 

 

b) sounds made by geese-_____________________ 

 

II. Write True or False-                                                                          (½ x 4 = 2 marks) 

a) Sona lifted her head, pulled a few apples and tasted them. 

b) The river ran towards the lane and kept running all the way to the sea. 

c) The hollow became a lake and very quickly ducks and geese landed in the water.  

 

d)  Billy the goat knew to swim in the water.   

III. Answer the following questions in one word or a phrase-        (½ x 3 = 1½ marks) 

 

a) What did the cloud pour into the hollow? 

     Ans: _____________________________________________________________________ 

b) Who were walking along in the desert on a very hot day? 

     Ans: _____________________________________________________________________ 

      c) What happened when the field pushed the earth on his hump? 

Ans: ____________________________________________________________________ 
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IV. Read the lines given from the lesson ‘Sona’s Adventure’ and answer the following         

questions-                                                                                                     (1 x 2 = 2 marks)                                                                                                                                                                                         

  * “Thank you for saving my life. I’m sorry. I made fun of you. Let’s be friends.” 

  a) Who said this to whom? 

Ans: ________________________________________________________________________ 

b) Who were the four animals that became good friends? 

Ans: ________________________________________________________________________ 

V. Answer the following questions-                                                           (1 x 3 = 3 marks) 

a) How did the field manage to get its own rainbow? 

Ans: ________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

b) What did Caw, the crow say when he saw the camels drinking water? 

Ans: ________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

c) How did Billy fall into the pond? 

Ans: ________________________________________________________________________ 

   ___________________________________________________________________________ 

  VI. Fill in the blanks with simple present tense of the given verb-         (½ x 2 = 1 mark)                                                                                                                                                          

a)  Jose ________________ his homework in the evening. (do) 

b)  Tom and John _______________ together. (sit) 
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VII. Write whether the given sentences are in present or past tense-        (½ x 2 = 1 mark)                                                                                                                                                          

a) The children thought that the new game was interesting. ______________________  

b) I clean my room daily. __________________________ 

VIII. Fill in the blanks with simple past tense of the given verb-              (½ x 2 = 1 mark)                                                       

a) The baby __________________ quietly in the pram. (sleep) 

b) There ________________ many people at the museum last Sunday. (are) 

IX. Tick the correctly punctuated sentences and cross out the wrong ones- 

                                                                                                                        (½ x 2 = 1 mark)                                                       

a) helen, ayisha, prabash and tom are playing cricket 

b) Who knows the answer to these questions?  

X. Rewrite the sentences using capital letters, full stop, comma or question mark wherever                 

needed-                                                                                                         (1 x 3 = 3 marks) 

 a) how many marbles kites balls and shells do you have  

Ans: ________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

b) my sister and i went to dance class last friday 

Ans: _________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

c) pooja went to delhi in april 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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XI. Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions-     

                                                   Leena and her family                     

  Leena lives with her parents, grandparents, aunt, two elder brothers, a younger brother and a 

baby sister. All members of Leena’s family are kind and helpful. Her parents cook meals 

together. Her aunt keeps the house neat and tidy. Her grandparents go for long walk. They plant 

saplings and water the plants in the balcony. Leena’s baby sister is learning to walk and she is 

loved by all. Before meals, Leena puts all the toys away and helps her parents to set the table.                                      

 Q1. Fill in the blanks-                                                                                    (½ x 2 = 1 mark) 

a) All members of Leena’s family are kind and____________________. 

 

b) _______________________ helps her parents to set the table before meals. 

Q2. Write True or False-                                                                            (½ x 2 = 1 mark) 

a) Leena’s parents and younger brother cook meals together.  

b) Her grandparents plant saplings and water the plants in the balcony. 

    Q3. Answer the following questions in one word or a phrase-         (½ x 3 = 1½ marks) 

a) What is the smallest member in the family learning to do? 

Ans: ______________________________________________________________________ 

b) Who keeps the house neat and tidy? 

Ans: _____________________________________________________________________ 

    c) How many brothers does Leena have? 

Ans: _____________________________________________________________________ 
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